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"Finder no Netsujou" First limited edition Special Episode!Akihito needs to work as an indentured

servant at a high-grade hot-spring inn.Asami suddenly shows up there and Fei-long too!Fei-long,

Asami, and Akihito...forbidden 3-way play!Age 18+Explicit contentSuggested for mature readers
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This is a must read for anyone who loves Finder. This is Ayano Yamane at her best. This is a great

short story it's funny and also super hot and explicit. You get to see Akihito with Asami and Fei-long

in a Finder fans dream come true three way. Hot Russian Mihael also makes a cameo at the end.

This one shot is super hot!!! (I wanted to let people know that the printing was clear and a good size

on kindle for pc)

Note: Finder 6 and this book share the cover. So be careful about which book you buy. This was a

fun story in which Takaba loses his money for the shoot location bill. Asami come to check on him

and Fei Long arrives and they share Takaba. Takaba was willing to work off the debt until Mikhail

arrived that was one potential lover too much. Takaba was still trying to maintain his independence



from Asami. This story adds to Takaba's attempt to stay away from Asami. In Finder 6 Takaba

finally settles in to life with Asami.

I thoroughly enjoyed this " a day in the life of " story within the Finder series. Akihito is a cute and

fun character to follow on his escapades. It's actually more sexually explicit than volume 6 of the

Finder series, I was pleasantly surprised-in a word- Wow!. It reads fairly well on the standard

Kindle-I have the original Kindle so I can't speak about how on it reads on newer or bigger versions.

It reads nicely on the Kindle PC application too. I highly recommend this one.

Yamane's Viewfinder series is my favorite yaoi, partly because it is explicit but also because it has a

storyline to go with the sex. When the manga volumes are released in Japan, they often include a

bonus story in a separate perfect bound book. This story accompanied Volume 6, so I already had it

in Japanese (which I can't read) so I was delighted to see it released via Kindle with an English

translation.This is essentially a extremely hot interlude that includes Takaba and Asami, but also Fei

Long! Asami and Fei come to a hot spring spa where Takaba is working off his tab after having his

wallet stolen. The story includes a very explicit sex scene, and not much more since this was a

bonus short story and not a full volume.I give the story 5 stars, but must give the Kindle edition only

2 stars. For some reason, the transfer causes the pages to come out shrunken. So, most of the

screen is white and the actual manga "page" takes up less than half. This made is very challenging

to read since the the text is very small and cannot be enlarged. However, is is still very clear which

is why I didn't give it 1 star. I really wish  and the publisher could correct this. I'm very glad I have

the print Japanese version to truly see Yamane's gorgeous art work.Overall, I recommend this

mainly because it's currently the only way to get the story in English.

I won't deny this is a very small comic, probably the size of a chapter in a normal size manga.

However, I do love this series and I enjoyed seeing a strange threesome between Akihito, Asami

and Fei-long. Usually you have to find fanfics to read that kind of story. I do not recommend this to

anyone who hasn't read most of the series first. It makes brief references to Akihito's time in Hong

Kong.

I have been a fan of the viewfinder series ever since it first came out. Ayano is an amazing

mangaka and probably my up most favorite one, she did this story well, even if short. If you wanted

a 3 way with the three main people, you got it! Oh how I adore you Ayano Yamane!



the font in on screen is so small i cannot read it properly, I'm sorry but this was better as a book and

didnt move right as a kindle book, a problem i personally have found with alot of manga to kindle

books

It's a must read it's only one of the chapters though (like the middle of it all) you should read all the

either chapters first
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